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Abstract 

The purpose of the present study was to investigate differences the difference in muscle 

activity between landing with the toe side of the feet and with the entire sole during stair 

walking to find the landing method that has larger exercise effects. The subjects of the 

present study were eight adult male students of S university located in S-si. A Noraxon 

electromyogram (EMG) system (Telemyo 2400T system, Noraxon, USA) was used to 

analyze the activity of the lower extremity muscles in both motions. EMG signals were 

collected by attaching a bipolar surface electrode to the surface of the subject's skin. The 

data transmission method used was the wi-fi wireless digital communication method and 

the sampling rate was set to 1000Hz. The iEMG values of the lower extremity muscles 

were calculated as analytical variables and the following conclusions were drawn 

through analysis. 

First, there was no difference in the activity of the femoral rectus muscle between the 

landing with the toe side of the feet and the landing with the entire sole. 

Second, the landing with the toe side of the feet increased the activity of biceps femoris 

muscle thereby producing high exercise effects. 

Third, the landing with the toe side of the feet increased the activity of the anterior 

tibialis and the soleus muscles thereby producing greater forces than when landing with 

the entire sole. 
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1. Introduction 

Modern people are known to enhance their wellness through various types of regular 

exercise as they participate in sports activities for a considerable period of time due to 

economic development and the increase of leisure time. Walking is an exercise that can be 

easily accessed in the form of aerobic exercise that is useful for improving wellness, such 

as the improvement of cardiovascular function of modern people who have serious health 

problems due to the lack of exercise. Walking can be performed without any special skills 

or equipment. Walking is necessary to maintain the stability and balance, to push forward 

the body, and to provide basic motions necessary for movement. An appropriate range of 

joint motion and stability can be said to be essential for effective performance of daily 

living activities and safety. 

Mountain climbing is a modified form of jogging and walking, which can be defined as 

walking over a long period on irregular terrains with high slopes, downhill roads and 

flatlands. ACSM (1995) reported that this type of exercise consumed the same amount 

energy as heavy work and caused the same extents of increases in heart rates, systolic 
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blood pressure, and myocardial oxygen consumption as those of high intensity exercise. 

Mountain climbing, that is, the activity to walking up and down the mountain is a very 

effective aerobic exercise. Many studies have shown that walking motions that account 

for most activities during mountain climbing use the large muscle group for long periods 

of time at low/medium intensities and can provide effects such as improvement of the 

cardiovascular system, the improvement in aerobic capacity, changes in body 

composition, and increases in bone density (Ohta et al., 1990; Davison et al., 1991; 

Duncan et al., 1991; LaCroix et al., 1996; Morris & Hardman, 1997). 

The weight loss and body fat reduction through exercise can normalize metabolic 

diseases associated with obesity, reduce blood lipid levels, positively affect lipoprotein 

metabolism, and promote health by increasing minerals in muscles and other parts of the 

body, reducing body fat while increasing body weight(Heywood, 2002). When aerobic 

exercise has been regularly performed for a long period of time, the volume of muscles 

increases thanks to the thickening of muscle fibers, the contents of oxygen and numerous 

oxidizing enzymes in muscle cells increases, the connective tissues become harder and 

thicker, and the total blood volume increases leading to increases in fat burning thereby 

reducing body fat accumulation (Horowitz, 2003). 

As such, aerobic exercises such as walking are important for the prevention of adult 

diseases. Although mountain climbing can be said to be a good exercise with the largest 

amount of motions, it is not easy for most workers who work in offices. Therefore, 

stairway walking has recently been magnified as an aerobic exercise of workers who are 

quite restricted in mountain climbing or walking exercise. Stair walking is the next most 

frequent activity to flatland walking in everyday life while, requires more abilities than 

flat walking, and requires more lower-extremity force and muscle strength because the 

balance of body should be maintained while moving horizontally and vertically. 

Compared to flatland walking, stair walking shows not only increased ranges of joint 

motion but also larger translation and simultaneous body lifting as steps progress, which 

can be said to be the largest characteristics that distinguish between flatland walking and 

stair walking(McFadyen & Winter, 1988). Body lifting is vertical movements of the body 

occurring while flexion and extension repeatedly occur in the lower extremity joints that 

are accompanied by many muscle activities to the extent that approximately 10-15 times 

of energy is necessary compared to flatland walking for the same distance (Fruin, 1991). 

Diverse studies have been conducted in the field of physical education, especially on 

motor mechanics. The knee flexion and flexion moments in stair walking have been 

kinematically and motor mechanically studied in comparison with flatland walking 

(Jevsevar, Riley, Hodge, & Krebs, 1993). Although diverse studies have been conducted 

on stairway walking in various fields, most of them focused on joint dynamics or pure 

activity patterns of muscles no study examined the exercise effects of stair walking. In 

particular, no study has been conducted at all on stair walking with landing with the toe 

side of the feet in place of mountain climbing exercise as a method that can produce 

effects similar to mountain climbing. 

Therefore, the present study was conducted to compare the activity of the lower 

extremity muscles for landing with the toe side of the feet and that for landing with the 

entire sole during upward stair walking and downward stair walking based on the activity 

of the lower extremity muscles during general flatland walking to identify the landing 

method that enhances exercise effects of stair walking and recommend stair walking 

exercise instead of flatland walking exercise to office.  

The purpose of the present study was to investigate differences the difference in muscle 

activity between landing with the toe side of the feet and with the entire sole during stair 

walking to find the landing method that has larger exercise effects. 
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2. Study Method 
 

2.1. Study Subjects 

The subjects of the present study were eight adult male students of S university located 

in S-si. The characteristics of the study subjects are as shown in Table 1. 

The study participants were in healthy conditions that had no musculoskeletal disease 

within 6 previous months with no problem in performing stairs walking. Before the 

present experiment, sufficient explanation was verbally given about the procedure of the 

experiment. Thereafter, the subjects voluntarily agreed to participate and prepared written 

consents before they participated in the experiment. The subjects performed motions three 

times in total and from among the motions; accurately performed motions were selected 

and analyzed. 

Table 1. Characteristics of Study Subjects 

Number of participants 

(person) 

Age 

(year) 

Height 

(cm) 

Weight 

(kg) 

Length of lower 

extremities(m) 

8 
21±1.3

1 

174.38 

±3.81 

74.13 

±5.38 

98.31 

±2.49 
 

 

2.2. Experimental Tool 

The purpose of the present study is to examine the differences in lower extremity 

muscle activity between the ascending and descending sections of the stair walking. 

A Noraxon electromyogram (EMG) system (Telemyo 2400T system, Noraxon, USA) 

was used to analyze the activity of the lower extremity muscles in both motions. EMG 

signals were collected by attaching a bipolar surface electrode to the surface of the 

subject's skin. The data transmission method used was the wi-fi wireless digital 

communication method and the sampling rate was set to 1000Hz. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Electromyography 
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Figure 2. Views of EMG Electrodes Attached 

2.3. Experimental Procedure  

The purpose of the present study is to calculate the EMG variables of the lower 

extremity muscles in the landing with the toe side of the feet and landing with the entire 

sole during stair walking. To that end, the study participants participated in the 

experiment after hearing the explanation of the experiment and writing the written 

consent. 

Before conducting the walking experiment, electrodes were attached to the lower 

extremity muscles of the subjects and the EMG system was prepared as shown in Figure 

1. Walking was performed in three methods in total. First, in order to standardize and 

analyze the variables among the subjects, approximately 20-m of flatland walking was 

performed Figure 3. After the flatland walking, the subjects randomly performed stair 

walking with landing with the toe side of the feet and stair walking with landing with the 

entire sole Figure 4. The height of one stair was 16cm that satisfied the standard stipulated 

by the law and a total of 10 stairs were used. 

 

 

Figure 3. View of Flatland Walking 
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Figure 4. a) Stair Walking with Landing with the Toe Side of the Feet, b) 
Stair Walking with Landing with the Entire Sole 

2.4. Data Analysis 

The EMG data were analyzed using MR 3.4.5 program (Noraxon, USA). In the case of 

EMG data, the signals in the frequency band corresponding to 20-500 Hz were analyzed 

using a bandpass filter.  

 

2.4.1. Setting of Analysis Sections: The analysis section in the three types of walking 

was set to a total of five stride section using one stride section defined by Perry (1992) 

Figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. One Stride Section of Walking (Perry, 1992) 

2.4.2. EMG Variable: In the present study, with a view to comparing the activity of the 

lower extremity muscles between the landing with the toe side of the feet landing with the 

entire sole stair walking, a total of eight muscles (femoral rectus, biceps femoris, anterior 

tibialis, and gastrocnemius) were selected. The muscle activity was analyzed using 

integral EMG (iEMG). First, full wave rectification was performed on the raw data of the 

EMG obtained in the experiment to prevent distortion of the quantification by negative 

values and to retain all the signal characteristics, and noises were removed through band 

filtering (Band pass filter, 20 ~ 500 Hz). Finally, the iEMG was calculated by integrating 

the rectified signals after the removal of noises with respect to a specific time period. The 

calculation method of the iEMG for the specific section is as follows. 

                  

In addition, in order to compare the iEMG with the toe side landing and that with sole 

landing of each subject, the values in the two motions were shown as ratios and compared 

based on the iEMG values in general walking.  
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3. Study Results and Discussion 
 

3.1. Comparison of iEMG Variables 

The results of the comparison and analysis of the ratio of the iEMG values in the two 

landing methods in stair ascending and descending motions in comparison with flatland 

walking are as shown in Table 2 and Figures 6 and 7. 

Table 2. Standard Values (walking %) of iEMG Values by Muscle\ 

Muscle position T-UP% UP% T-DP% DP% 

Right 

Femoral 

rectus, 
631.61±505.72 680.88±577.52 529.43±444.38 473.39±395.91 

Biceps 

femoris 
263.91±98.44* 230.62±102.13* 160.30±89.66* 106.92±37.84* 

Anterior 

tibialis 
301.57±56.55 331.15±110.03 216.21±41.52* 169.16±13.93* 

Soleus 

muscle 
469.20±232.20* 282.75±126.98* 347.07±168.73* 136.66±52.87* 

Left 

Femoral 

rectus, 
852.89±595.15 882.10±778.75 781.16±671.07 692.81±610.88 

Biceps 

femoris 
266.07±84.23 217.61±94.43 134.24±35.42 94.24±24.40 

Anterior 

tibialis 
182.83±60.57 192.86±65.92 101.36±60.32* 43.09±15.34* 

Soleus 

muscle 
361.68±123.93* 193.23±67.89* 252.52±133.02* 115.81±21.31* 

* = p < .05, UP% = (UP iEMG /walking iEMG )*100, DP% = (DP iEMG /walking iEMG)*100 
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Figure 6. Muscle Activity Ratios in Two Landing Methods in Upward Stair 
Walking 

 

Figure 7. Muscle Activity Ratios in Two Landing Methods in Downward Stair 
Walking 

In general, walking is a type of exercise in which the bending and extension of the knee 

joint are regularly performed. Studies of the lower extremity muscles mobilized in these 

repetitive motions can explain the gait characteristics through the scientific analysis of the 

walking motions. 

For relative comparison of all subjects, the standardized ratio iEMG values (UP%, 

DP%) based iEMG values in flatland walking were calculated as variables. The activity of 

the biceps femoris of the right and left femurs showed statistically significantly higher 

values in the landing with the toe side of the feet than in the landing with the entire sole 

both in upward and downward stair walking. Shinno (1971) reported that the most active 

activity occurs in the quadriceps femoris when during upward stair walking rather than 

downward stair walking and that, in both cases, hamstring activity is low. Therefore, the 

results of the present study indicating that the muscle activity in landing with the toe side 

of the feet was significantly higher are quite interesting and means that when compared to 

landing with the entire sole, landing with the toe side of the feet is helpful in increasing 
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stimuli to the biceps femoris that is not somewhat insufficiently stimulated in general stair 

walking while showing similar values of the activity of other muscles.  

In addition, the activity of the left and right soleus muscles showed statistically 

significantly higher values in the landing with the toe side of the feet than in the landing 

with the entire sole both in upward and downward stair walking and the activity of the left 

and right anterior tibialis muscles showed statistically significantly higher values in the 

landing with the toe side of the feet than in the landing with the entire sole both in 

downward stair walking only. These results mean that the landing with the toe side of the 

feet increases the use of the ankle during stair walking thereby producing high exercise 

effects. McFafyen & Winter (1988) indicated that the femoral rectus muscle also perform 

meaningful activities as a knee extensor in stair walking, that during upward stair 

walking, the extension of the ankle helps the extension of the knee, and that to that end, 

the soleus muscle plays the most important role. This is consistent with the results of the 

present study.  

On putting the results derived in the present study together, it could be seen that, 

although there are some differences among muscles, the activity of the muscle is about 2 

to 9 times higher in stair walking than in flatland walking and that landing with the toe 

side of the feet increases the activity of biceps femoris, tibialis, and soleus muscle 

compared to landing with the entire sole while maintaining the activity of the rectus 

femoris. Therefore, landing with the toe side of the feet is considered necessary to higher 

exercise effects during stair walking. 

 

4. Conclusion 

The purpose of the present study was to analyze the activity of the lower extremity 

muscles according to landing methods during stair walking in order to find out the landing 

method with higher exercise effect. To that end, three types of walking: flatland walking, 

upward stair walking and downward walking were performed and during stair walking, 

the experiment was conducted in two landing methods, landing with the toe side of the 

feet and landing with the entire sole. The iEMG values of the lower extremity muscles 

were calculated as analytical variables and the following conclusions were drawn through 

analysis. 

First, there was no difference in the activity of the femoral rectus muscle between the 

landing with the toe side of the feet and the landing with the entire sole. 

Second, the landing with the toe side of the feet increased the activity of biceps femoris 

muscle thereby producing high exercise effects. 

Third, the landing with the toe side of the feet increased the activity of the anterior 

tibialis and the soleus muscles thereby producing greater forces than when landing with 

the entire sole. 

Based the above conclusions, stair walking is recommended as an aerobic exercise in 

place of mountain climbing and it can be seen that landing with the toe side of the feet 

increases muscle activity thereby increasing exercise effects. Future studies are 

considered to produce more reliable results by calculating lower extremity muscle activity 

during actual mountain climbing and comparing the results with lower extremity muscle 

activity during stair walking. 
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